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We present a detailed analysis of methods to reduce statistical errors and excited-state contam-
ination in the calculation of matrix elements of quark bilinear operators in nucleon states. All the
calculations were done on a 2+1 flavor ensemble with lattices of size 323 × 64 generated using the
rational hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm at a = 0.081 fm and with Mpi = 312 MeV. The statistical
precision of the data is improved using the all-mode-averaging method. We compare two methods
for reducing excited-state contamination: a variational analysis and a 2-state fit to data at multiple
values of the source-sink separation tsep. We show that both methods can be tuned to significantly
reduce excited-state contamination and discuss their relative advantages and cost effectiveness. A
detailed analysis of the size of source smearing used in the calculation of quark propagators and the
range of values of tsep needed to demonstrate convergence of the isovector charges of the nucleon to
the tsep →∞ estimates is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to obtain precise estimates of matrix ele-
ments of bilinear quark operators within a nucleon state
will allow us to probe a number of phenomenologically
interesting quantities. These include (i) the isovector
and flavor diagonal charges gA, gS and gT ; (ii) the elec-
tric, magnetic and axial vector form factors; (iii) gen-
eralized parton distribution functions (GPDs); (iv) the
nucleon sigma term; (v) strangeness of the nucleon and
(vi) the matrix elements of novel CP violating operators
and their contributions to the neutron electric dipole mo-
ment. Large scale simulations of lattice QCD provide the
best known method for obtaining precise results with
control over all sources of errors. In this work we in-
vestigate the all-mode-averaging method for improving
the statistical precision of the calculations and compare
two methods for mitigating excited-state contamination
in the results.
The methodology for the lattice QCD calculations of
the various matrix elements within the nucleon is well
developed for most of these quantities [1–5]. Generation
of background gauge configurations with (2+1) or
∗ boram@lanl.gov
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(2+1+1) flavors is now standard. In these, the strange
and the charm quark masses are fixed to their physical
values and the two light quark masses are varied towards
their physical values [6]. In this work on nucleon charges,
we use 2+1 flavor configurations generated with the
clover-Wilson action. In general, all zero-momentum
observables O(a,Mpi,MpiL) are calculated as functions of
the lattice spacing a, the light quark mass characterized
by the pion mass Mpi, and the lattice size L expressed in
dimensionless units of MpiL. Physical results are then ob-
tained by taking the continuum limit (a→ 0), the phys-
ical pion mass limit (Mpi0 = 135 MeV) and the infinite
volume limit (MpiL→∞). Since most lattice QCD sim-
ulations are done over a range of values of {a,Mpi,MpiL},
the above three limits are best taken simultaneously
using a combined fit in the three variables [5].
The challenges to obtaining precise results for matrix
elements within the nucleon ground state are the follow-
ing [1–5]:
• Excited-state contamination in nucleon matrix ele-
ments: Contributions of excited states to the ma-
trix elements of operators, for example of the axial
and scalar bilinear quark operators discussed in this
study, can be large at values of the source-sink sep-
aration tsep accessible with current computational
resources and with nucleon interpolating operators
commonly used.
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2• Statistics: The signal in all nucleon correlation
functions degrades exponentially with the source-
sink separation tsep. Thus very high statistics are
needed to get a good signal at values of tsep at which
the excited-state contamination is negligible.
• Reliable extrapolation to the continuum limit: This
requires simulations at at least three values of the
lattice spacing covering a sufficiently large range,
such as 0.05<∼ a<∼ 0.1 fm.
• Chiral extrapolation: Analytic tools such as heavy
baryon chiral perturbation theory used to derive
the behavior ofO(a,Mpi,MpiL) versusMpi [7–9] and
its application to extrapolating the lattice data to
the physical value are more complex and not fully
resolved. It is, therefore, necessary to perform sim-
ulations close to the physical point to reduce the
extrapolation uncertainty.
• Finite volume corrections: These are large in the
matrix elements of bilinear quark operators in the
nucleons. Past calculations show that one needs
MpiL>∼ 4 to be in a region in which the volume de-
pendence is small and can be fit by the leading
order correction, e−MpiL. Using larger lattices in-
creases the computational cost which scales as L5
for lattice generation and L4 for analysis for fixed
a and Mpia.
In this work we focus on the first two sources of errors
listed above: statistical errors and excited-state contam-
ination. We show, by analyzing 96 low precision (LP)
measurements on each of the 443 (2+1)-flavor config-
urations with lattice size 323 × 64, that the all-mode-
averaging (AMA) error-reduction technique [10] is an
inexpensive way to significantly improve the statistics
(see Sec. II F). To understand and control excited-state
contamination, we compare estimates from a variational
analysis [11] to those from 2-state fits to data with mul-
tiple values of tsep. Since the focus of this work is on
comparing methods, all the data presented are for the
unrenormalized charges and without extrapolation to the
physical point. Results for the renormalized charges will
be presented in a separate study.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-
scribe the parameters of the gauge ensemble analyzed
and the lattice methodology. A discussion of statistical
errors in 2-point and 3-point functions is given in Sec. III.
A comparison of the 2-state fit with multiple tsep and the
variational method for reducing excited-state contamina-
tion is given in Sec. IV. cost effectiveness of the two meth-
ods in reducing excited-state contamination is discussed
in Sec. V along with a comparison with results from [11].
We end with some final conclusions in Sec. VI.
Ensemble a (fm) Mpi (MeV) CSW L
3 × T MpiL
a081m312 0.081 312 1.2053658 323 × 64 4.08
TABLE I. Parameters of the (2+1) flavor clover lattices gen-
erated by the JLab/W&M Collaboration [14]. The number
of configurations analyzed are 443.
II. LATTICE METHODOLOGY
We analyze one ensemble of (2+1)-flavor QCD gen-
erated using the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert (clover-Wilson)
fermion action with stout-link smearing [12] of the gauge
fields and a tree-level tadpole-improved Symanzik gauge
action. One iteration of the four-dimensional stout
smearing is used with the weight ρ = 0.125 for the sta-
ples in the rational hybrid Monte Carlo (RHMC) al-
gorithm. After stout smearing, the tadpole-improved
tree-level clover coefficient is very close to the non-
perturbative value. This was confirmed using the
Schro¨dinger functional method for determining the clover
coefficient non-perturbatively. The strange quark mass
is tuned to its physical value by requiring the ratio
(2M2K+ − M2pi+)/MΩ− , that is independent of the light
quark masses to lowest order in χPT, take on its phys-
ical value = 0.1678 [13]. This tuning is done in the 3-
flavor theory, and the resulting value of ms is then kept
fixed as the light-quark masses in the (2+1)-flavor the-
ory are decreased towards their physical values. The
lattice spacing is estimated to be 0.081 fm from heavy
baryon spectroscopy. The two light quark flavors, u and
d, are taken to be degenerate with a pion mass of roughly
312 MeV. The lattice parameters of the ensemble studied,
a081m312, are summarized in Table I. Further details in-
volving the generation of these gauge configurations will
be presented in a separate publication [14].
The 2- and 3-point correlation functions defined in
Eqs. (2) and (3) are constructed using quark propaga-
tors obtained by inverting the clover Dirac matrix with
the same parameters as used in lattice generation. The
inversion uses gauge-invariant Gaussian smeared sources
constructed by applying the three-dimensional Laplacian
operator ∇2 a fixed number of times NGS to a unit point
source, i.e., (1 − σ2∇2/(4NGS))NGS . The smearing pa-
rameters {σ,NGS} for each measurement are given in Ta-
ble II.
Before constructing the Gaussian smeared sources, we
smoothen all the gauge links by 20 hits of stout smear-
ing with weight ρ = 0.08. This is done to reduce the
noise in the correlation functions due to fluctuations in
the source. In a related calculation described in Ref. [15],
it was shown that the variance in the rms radius of the
smeared source is significantly reduced with both APE
and Wuppertal smoothening of the links. This reduction
in variance displayed a very steep fall off with the num-
ber of smoothening steps and most of the improvement
3was achieved at the end of 10–15 hits. A similar improve-
ment is expected with the stout smearing. Because stout
smearing is a tiny overhead in our calculation, we con-
servatively choose a larger number, 20 hits, to achieve
close to the asymptotic benefit. In Fig. 1, we show the
result of our test using 100 configurations and the AMA
setup (for notation and details see below): the reduction
in errors with 20 stout hits is almost a factor of three
in the nucleon effective mass data and about 50% in the
pion effective mass data for both S5S5 and S9S9 2-point
functions. A related demonstration of the improvement
in the nucleon effective mass data due to smoothening
the links and using smeared quark sources has previously
been discussed in Ref. [16]. These test calculations have
not been extended to 3-point functions, nevertheless, one
expects a similar level of improvement.
Throughout this paper, the notation SiSj will be used
to denote a calculation with source smearing σ = i and
sink smearing σ = j. Varying the parameter NGS over
the values shown in Table II did not impact any of the
results, so it is dropped from further discussions. The
notation V357 implies a 3 × 3 variational analysis with
σ = 3, 5, 7.
In this paper we present a detailed analysis with
two goals: First, to demonstrate that high precision
estimates for the charges and the form-factors can be
achieved cost effectively using the all-mode-averaging
(AMA) method [10]. The second goal is to compare the
2-state fit to data at multiple tsep and variational meth-
ods [11] to determine the best strategy for controlling
excited-state contamination in the matrix elements.
A. Lattice Parameters of the 4 Calculations
We analyze 4 high statistics simulations (labeled runs
R1–R4) carried out on the a081m312 lattices. We ex-
plore the efficacy of using quark propagators with differ-
ent smearing parameters to reduce the excited-state con-
tamination and obtain estimates in the tsep → ∞ limit.
We compare three strategies for reducing excited-state
contamination: optimizing the smearing parameters to
reduce excited-state contamination in correlation func-
tions; using the 2-state fit to correlation functions with
data at multiple values of the source-sink separation tsep
(see Sec. II C); and the variational method using a ma-
trix of correlation functions constructed using up to three
smearings as discussed in Sec. II D. The lattice parame-
ters used in these four runs are summarized in Table II.
These four runs allow us to make four comparisons
to understand, calculate and mitigate the excited-state
contributions: (R1) a 2-state fit to data with smearing
σ = 5 and tsep = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18; (R2) a variational
calculation with a 3 × 3 matrix of correlation functions
constructed using σ = 3, 5, 7 and tsep = 12 ≈ 1 fm; (R3)
a variational calculation with a 3×3 matrix of correlation
functions constructed using σ = 5, 7, 9 and tsep = 12; and
(R4) a 2-state fit to data with smearing σ = 9 and tsep =
10, 12, 14, 16, 18. In the analysis of runs R2 and R3, we
also present results from the three 2× 2 submatrices.
In each run, 96 low precision (LP) measurements were
made on each of the 443 configurations that are separated
by 10 RHMC trajectories. In three of the four runs (R1,
R3 and R4), we also carried out 3 high precision (HP)
measurements on each configuration to correct for possi-
ble bias in the LP calculation. As shown later, we find
no significant indication of a bias in any of these three
calculations, so we did not perform HP measurements in
the case of R2 and give the mean values obtained from
just the LP measurements as our final estimates.
We caution the reader that some of the measurements
have been made more than once in the different runs.
The two calculations with smearing parameters {5, 60}
(R1) and {5, 60} (part of R2) are identical. The two sets
{5, 60} and {7, 118} (part of R2) and {5, 46} and {7, 91}
(part of R3) differ in the number of iterations NGS of the
Klein-Gordon smearing operator and the choice of the lo-
cation of the LP sources. Over the range investigated, we
find that the results are insensitive to the value of NGS
and henceforth characterize the smearing by the single
parameter σ. Different choices of the 96 randomly se-
lected LP source positions on each configuration implies
a different average over the gauge fields and the result-
ing difference provides a check on our estimation of the
statistical errors. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 using data
for gA with σ = 9 and tsep = 12 obtained from runs R3
and R4. Our final variational result V579 is also shown
for comparison. We find that the difference in results
from the two choices of LP source positions is compa-
rable to our estimate of the statistical errors in the two
measurements and the error in the V579 estimate, i.e.,
our estimation of errors is realistic.
B. Correlation Functions
The interpolating operator χ used to create and anni-
hilate the nucleon state is
χ(x) = abc
[
qa1
T (x)Cγ5
(1± γ4)
2
qb2(x)
]
qc1(x) (1)
with color indices {a, b, c}, charge conjugation matrix
C = γ0γ2, and the two different flavors of light quarks
q1 and q2. The non-relativistic projection (1 ± γ4)/2 is
inserted to improve the signal, with the plus and minus
sign applied to the forward and backward propagation in
Euclidean time, respectively.
The 2-point and 3-point nucleon correlation functions
at zero momentum are defined as
C2ptαβ (t) =
∑
x
〈0|χα(t,x)χβ(0,0)|0〉 , (2)
C3ptΓ;αβ(t, τ) =
∑
x,x′
〈0|χα(t,x)OΓ(τ,x′)χβ(0,0)|0〉 , (3)
where α and β are the spinor indices. The source time
slice ti is translated to ti = 0; tf = t is the sink time
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FIG. 1. A comparison of the errors in the pion and the proton effective mass data with zero versus twenty stout smearing of
links prior to Gaussian smearing. The data were obtained using 100 configurations and the AMA setup for both the S5S5 and
S9S9 2-point functions.
ID Method Analysis Smearing Parameters tsep LP HP
R1 AMA 2-state {5, 60} 10,12,14,16,18 96 3
R2 LP VAR {3, 22}, {5, 60}, {7, 118} 12 96
R3 AMA VAR {5, 46}, {7, 91}, {9, 150} 12 96 3
R4 AMA 2-state {9, 150} 10,12,14,16,18 96 3
TABLE II. Description of the four calculations (R1–R4) done to understand the dependence of the analysis on the smearing size
σ, the efficacy of the variational method and the quality of the convergence of the 2-state fit using data at multiple source-sink
separation tsep. The smearing parameters are {σ,NGS} as described in the text. AMA indicates that the bias in the LP
measurements was corrected using 3 HP measurements and Eq. (9). VAR indicates that the full 3 × 3 matrix of correlation
functions was calculated and a variational analysis performed as described in the text. Analysis using Eq. (7) to fit data at
multiple tsep simultaneously is labeled “2-state fit to data at multiple tsep ”.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of estimates of unrenormalized gA ob-
tained with σ = 9 and tsep = 12 from the two different ‘ runs
R3 and R4. The choice of the 96 LP source positions on each
configuration is different in the two runs and the resulting
difference in estimates is consistent with our estimate of sta-
tistical errors. The gray error band and the solid line within
it is the V579 variational estimate discussed in the text.
slice; and τ is the time slice at which the bilinear operator
OqΓ(x) = q¯(x)Γq(x) is inserted. The Dirac matrix Γ is 1,
γ4, γiγ5 and γiγj for scalar (S), vector (V), axial (A) and
tensor (T) operators, respectively. Here, subscripts i and
j on gamma matrices run over {1, 2, 3}, with i < j.
The charges gqΓ in the nucleon state |N(p, s)〉 are de-
fined as
〈N(p, s)|OqΓ|N(p, s)〉 = gqΓu¯s(p)Γus(p) (4)
with spinors satisfying∑
s
us(p)u¯s(p) = 6p+mN . (5)
To analyze the data, we construct the projected 2- and
3-point correlation functions
C2pt(t) = 〈Tr[P2ptC2pt(t)]〉
C3ptΓ (t, τ) = 〈Tr[P3ptC3ptΓ (t, τ)]〉 . (6)
The operator P2pt = (1 + γ4)/2 is used to project on to
the positive parity contribution for the nucleon propagat-
ing in the forward direction. For the connected 3-point
contributions, P3pt = P2pt(1 + iγ5γ3) is used. Note that
the 3-point function in Eq. (6) becomes zero if Γ anti-
commutes with γ4, so only Γ = 1, γ4, γiγ5 and γiγj
elements of the Clifford algebra survive. To extract the
charges, we make 2-state fits to the 2- and 3-point corre-
lation functions defined in Eq. (6) as described next.
5C. Behavior of the Correlation Functions
Our goal is to extract the matrix elements of the vari-
ous bilinear quark operators between ground state nucle-
ons. The lattice operator χ, given in Eq. (1), couples not
only to the nucleon but to all its excitations and multi-
particle states with the same quantum numbers that are
allowed on the lattice. The correlation functions, there-
fore, get contributions from all these intermediate states.
Using spectral decomposition, the behavior of the 2- and
3-point functions is given by the expansion:
C2pt(tf , ti) =
|A0|2e−M0(tf−ti) + |A1|2e−M1(tf−ti)
+ . . . ,
C3ptΓ (tf , τ, ti) =
|A0|2〈0|OΓ|0〉e−M0tsep +
|A1|2〈1|OΓ|1〉e−M1tsep +
A0A∗1〈0|OΓ|1〉e−M0(τ−ti)e−M1(tf−τ) +
A∗0A1〈1|OΓ|0〉e−M1(τ−ti)e−M0(tf−τ)
+ . . . , (7)
where we have shown all the contributions from the
ground and one excited state. For simplicity, all the
source positions are shifted to ti = 0, and in 3-point
functions, the source-sink separation tf − ti ≡ tsep. The
states |0〉 and |1〉 represent the ground and “first” ex-
cited nucleon states, respectively. Throughout the paper
it will be understood that, in practice, fits using Eq. (7)
lump the contributions of all excited states into these
two states, so demonstrating convergence of the estimates
with respect to tsep is important.
To extract the charges gA, gS , gT and gV , we only
need operator insertion at zero momentum, in which case
A0 and A1 are real and the matrix element 〈0|OΓ|1〉 =
〈1|OΓ|0〉.1 Thus, keeping one excited state in the analysis
requires extracting seven parameters from fits to the 2-
and 3-point functions.2 We use Eqs. (7) for the analysis
of all the charges and form factors and call it the “2-state
fit”.
Five of the seven parameters, M0, M1 and the three
matrix elements 〈0|OΓ|0〉 ≡ gΓ, 〈0|OΓ|1〉 and 〈1|OΓ|1〉
are physical provided the discretization errors and higher
excited-state contaminations have been removed. The
amplitudes A0 and A1 depend on the choice of the inter-
polating nucleon operator and/or the smearing parame-
ters used to generate the smeared sources. It is evident
1 The charge gV is one for a conserved vector current. The local
vector operator we are using is not conserved and only ZV gV = 1.
In many of the calculations of interest we construct ratios ZΓ/ZV
and gΓ/gV as they have a better signal due to the cancellation
of some of the systematic errors [5]. We therefore include gV in
the analysis.
2 Including a second excited state would introduce five additional
parameters, M2, A2, 〈0|OΓ|2〉, 〈1|OΓ|2〉 and 〈2|OΓ|2〉.
from Eq. (7) that the ratio of the amplitudes, A1/A0,
is the quantity to minimize in order to reduce excited-
state contamination as it determines the relative size of
the overlap of the nucleon operator with the first excited
state.3
We first estimate the four parameters, M0, M1, A0 and
A1 from the 2-point function data and then use these as
inputs in the extraction of matrix elements from fits to
the 3-point data. Both of these fits, to 2- and 3-point
data, are done within the same jackknife process to take
into account the correlations between the errors. We per-
formed both correlated and uncorrelated fits to the nu-
cleon 2- and 3-point function data. In all cases in which
the correlated fits were stable under changes in the fit
ranges the two fits gave overlapping estimates. The final
analysis of the 2-point function data used correlated χ2
fits. Since correlated fits to 3-point functions with multi-
ple tsep did not work in some cases, we used uncorrelated
χ2 for 3-point fits for uniformity. The errors in both 2-
and 3-point correlation functions have been calculated
using a single elimination jackknife method.
To extract the three matrix elements 〈0|OΓ|0〉 ≡ gΓ,
〈1|OΓ|0〉 and 〈1|OΓ|1〉 from the 3-point functions for each
operator OΓ = OA,S,T,V insertion, we make one overall
fit using the data at all values of the operator insertion
time τ and the various source-sink separations tsep using
Eq. (7). In practice, in all the fits, we neglect the data on
the 3 points on either end, adjacent to the source and the
sink, of the 3-point functions for each tsep as they have the
largest excited-state contamination. To the extent that
the central values of τ dominate the 2-state fit, Eq. (7), to
data at a single tsep, the contributions of all higher states
vanish in the limit tsep →∞. We extract this limit using
the 2-state fit to data at multiple values of tsep in the
range 0.8–1.4 fm. Also, as is evident from Eq. (7), the
contribution of the matrix element 〈1|OΓ|1〉 cannot be
isolated from fits to 3-point function data obtained at a
single finite value of tsep.
Post facto, using Eq. (7) and reliable estimates of
〈0|OΓ|1〉, 〈1|OΓ|1〉, the mass gap M1−M0, and the ratio
A1/A0 one can bound the size of the excited-state con-
tamination at central values of τ for a given source-sink
separation tsep.
D. The variational Method
One can also reduce excited-state contamination by
implementing a variational analysis (see [11] and refer-
ences therein for previous use of the variational method
for calculating nucleon matrix elements).4 This can be
3 With increasing precision of data, we will be able to add ad-
ditional states to the ansatz. The goal will then be to reduce
all the higher state amplitudes, An/A0, by tuning the nucleon
interpolating operator.
4 A different version of the variational method, in which the se-
quential propagator is calculated starting at the point of insertion
6done by calculating 2-point and 3-point functions in two
ways by (i) using a basis of nucleon interpolating opera-
tors with different overlap with the ground and excited
states. The operator given in Eq. (1) is one such opera-
tor. (ii) Constructing multiple correlation functions with
the same interpolating operator but defined with smeared
quark fields using a number of different smearing sizes.
In this work, we explore the second method in runs R2
and R3. In each of these two runs, the calculation is done
using three different smearing parameters Si summarized
in Table II. The 2-point correlation function for the nu-
cleon at each time t is then a 3×3 matrix, G2ptij (t), made
up of correlation functions defined in Eqs. (2), (3) and (7)
with source smearing Si and sink smearing Sj . The best
overlap with the ground state is given by the eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ0 obtained from
the generalized eigenvalue relation [18]:
G2pt(t+ ∆t)ui = λiG
2pt(t)ui , (8)
where ui are the eigenvectors with eigenvalues λi. The
matrix G2pt(t) at each t should be symmetric up to sta-
tistical fluctuations, so we symmetrize it by averaging the
off-diagonal matrix elements.
To select the t and ∆t to use in the analysis, we show in
Fig. 3 the nucleon mass MN (λ0) = −(lnλ0)/∆t obtained
from the ground state eigenvalue λ0 for a range of com-
binations. The criteria we used for choosing the t and ∆t
used in the final analysis are: (i) the interval should be
sensitive to both the ground and the excited states, (ii)
the correlation functions should exhibit a good statistical
signal over this range, (iii) the estimate of MN from λ0
should be close to the final estimate of the ground state
mass, and (iv) the resulting 2-state fit to the projected
2-point function should have a small value for the ratio
A1/A0. Data in Fig. 3 show that MN starts to plateau
towards its asymptotic value for t>∼ 5 and the errors show
a significant decrease for ∆t > 2. These trends still leave
a number of “equally” good choices based on our four
criteria, for example, t = 6 and ∆t = 3 or t = 5 and
∆t = 4. We selected t = 6 and ∆t = 3.
With a good estimate of u0, the expectation is that
the ground state, in the projected functions uT0 G
2pt(t)u0
dominates at earlier t. In Fig. 4, we compare the be-
havior of the nucleon effective mass obtained from cor-
relation functions with different smearing and with the
projected variational V357 and V579 data. We find that
as the smearing size σ is increased, the plateau sets in
at earlier time (top panel). The V357 data are a little
below S7S7 (middle panel) while V579 overlap with S9S9
(bottom panel). In Fig. 5, we compare the effective mass
plot for the excited state, i.e., that obtained by subtract-
ing the ground state result from the nucleon correlation
function. Estimates of M1 increase from S5S5 to S9S9 to
of the operator, is discussed in [17]. We have not explored the
cost effectiveness of that approach.
V579, indicating that the contribution of higher excited
states becomes larger as more of the first excited state is
removed. Also, the excited state signal in V579 dies out
by t ≈ 8. This behavior of M1 informed our choice t = 6
and ∆t = 3 with which we estimated the eigenvectors ui.
Similarly, in the variational analysis for the 3-point
functions C3pt(τ, tsep), from which various charges are
extracted, the data at each τ and tsep are 3× 3 matrices.
The ground state estimate is obtained by projecting these
matrices G3pt using the u0 estimated from the 2-point
variational analysis, Eq. (8), i.e., uT0 G
3pt(τ, tsep)u0. We
use the eigenvectors determined with t = 6 and ∆t = 3
for projecting the 3-point data at all τ . These projected
data define the variational 3-point function that is then
fit using the 2-state ansatz given in Eq. (7), but with the
〈1|OΓ|1〉 term set to zero, to obtain the charges. Note
that the eigenvectors ui do not depend on tsep. Also, we
use the same u0 for all τ .
To understand the sensitivity of this projected 3-point
data to our choice t = 6 and ∆t = 3 for estimating
u0, we show gA data for 5 representative combinations,
that satisfy our selection criteria, in Fig. 6. We find that
all five give estimates are consistent and have errors of
roughly the same size. Estimates from the combination
{t,∆t} = {4, 2} and {4, 4} are about 0.5σ below the other
three, {5, 4}, {6, 3} and {6, 5}. We consider the latter
three to be equally good choices.
In the variational analysis carried out using data at a
single tsep, the signal for a reduction in the excited-state
contamination in the projected correlation function is a
larger flatter plateau, i.e., it should show less dependence
on the operator insertion time τ compared to a correla-
tion function with the same tsep but with a single smeared
source. We illustrate this feature using the data from R2
for gA in Fig. 14.
5 The four variational estimates have a
larger plateau and a larger value compared to S5S5 with
tsep = 12. This improvement is less obvious when com-
paring V579 to the S9S9 data because, as discussed in
Sec. IV, S9S9 has much smaller contributions from the
excited states and has a plateau comparable in extent to
V579.
If 〈0|OΓ|1〉 is the dominant contamination, one can
also set up and solve an optimization condition using the
3× 3 matrix of 3-point data M(τ) ≡ Tr[PΓC3ptΓ (tsep, τ)].
In this case, one needs to determine the projection vec-
tor ζ such that ζTM(τ)ζ is insensitive to τ . Again, to be
sensitive to excited states in the determination of ζ, one
needs to choose τ in a region where the excited-state ef-
fect is significant. Also, a good estimate of ζ should make
the projected correlation function flatter. This analysis,
in general, needs to be done separately for each charge.
We have not carried out this more elaborate analysis.
5 Note that the residual contribution of the matrix element
〈1|OΓ|1〉 cannot be isolated from 〈0|OΓ|0〉 by the 2-state fit to
data at a single tsep. The effect of a non-zero 〈1|OΓ|1〉 is to raise
or lower all the data points but not change the curvature.
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FIG. 3. Estimates of the nucleon mass from the largest eigenvalue of the 3 × 3 matrix V579 as a function of t and ∆t. For
clarity, the vertical dashed lines separate the sets of eight (t = 1 − 8) estimates for a given value of ∆t. Data show that the
asymptotic estimate M0 ≈ 0.47 given in Table IV is reached only for t > 5 and there is a significant decrease in the errors for
∆t > 2.
E. Test of the coherent sequential source method
The coherent sequential source method is a technique
to reduce computational cost in the connected 3-point
functions [19]. It relies on the observation that for a
large enough lattice independent measurements can be
made using a distributed array of sources. Then, instead
of calculating a separate sequential propagator from each
sink, a single coherent sequential propagator may be cal-
culated from the sum of all the sink source points.
In our calculations on the a081m312 lattices, the signal
in the nucleon 2-point function becomes poor for t > 16
as shown in Fig. 4. We, therefore, partition the lattice
with Euclidean time extent T = 64 into three sublat-
tices of length 21 ((T/3)int) [20]. We calculate the 2-
and 3-point functions on the three sublattices of a given
lattice in a single computer job. We start by calculating
three quark propagators from randomly selected source
positions on the time slices ti = r, r + 21 and r + 42,
where r ∈ {1− 21}. (To decrease correlations, r is offset
by 9 time slices between successive configurations). The
three measurements of the 2-point functions are made
using these three independently calculated propagators.
The calculation of the 3-point functions is done by insert-
ing a zero-momentum nucleon state at Euclidean times
tf = ti+ tsep using these propagators and the interpolat-
ing operator given in Eq. (1). These nucleon states at the
three sink time slices tf have uncontracted spin and color
indices, associated with either the u or the d quark in the
nucleon interpolating operator. These states are used as
sources to generate the corresponding u and d sequential
propagators. An illustration of the construction of these
three sources in different parts of the lattice is shown in
Fig. 7.
To obtain the 3-point function, this sequential propa-
gator from tf = ti+tsep and the original propagator from
ti are then contracted with the operator at all interme-
diate time slices τ between ti and tf using Eq. (6).
In the coherent sequential source method the three re-
gions of the lattice are regarded as independent. Under
this assumption, the three u (d) sources with nucleon in-
sertion at r + tsep, r + 21 + tsep and r + 42 + tsep can
be added before the inversion for creating the sequential
u (d) propagators, respectively. Such a summed source
is called a coherent source [19] and using it reduces the
computational cost fromNmeas+2×Nmeas toNmeas+2 in-
versions when Nmeas measurements are done at the same
time on different parts of the lattice.
The contributions of a coherent source in the region,
say r ≤ t ≤ r+tsep, is illustrated in Fig. 8. The contribu-
tions from the other two sources, shown by dotted lines,
to gauge invariant correlation functions are formally zero
on gauge averaging, however, they can increase the sta-
tistical fluctuations. Therefore, one has to demonstrate
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FIG. 4. Nucleon effective mass at zero momentum as a function of Euclidean time t. (Top) Results for smearing size σ = 3, 5, 7, 9;
(Middle) comparison of σ = 3, 5, 7 single smearing data with the variational data V357; and (Bottom) comparison of σ = 5, 7, 9
single smearing data with the variational data V579.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the effective mass for the excited state evalu-
ated from the S5S5, S9S9 and V579 nucleon correlation func-
tions after subtraction of the respective ground state fit.
Analysis gA gS gT gV
Coherent 1.368(50) 1.34(23) 1.132(44) 1.217(32)
No Coherent 1.377(47) 1.33(25) 1.138(44) 1.199(33)
TABLE III. Comparison of estimates for the four charges with
and without the coherent sequential source trick using the
S9S9 setup with a subset of 100 configurations.
that for a finite statistical sample, the extra noise in-
troduced is small so that there is an overall reduction in
computational cost. The magnitude of the noise, for fixed
statistics, is reduced by increasing the distance between
the sources, which we accomplish by choosing Nmeas = 3
partitions on a lattice with T = 64.
To validate the assumption that with our coherent
source construction and finite statistics, the measure-
ments in the region, for example, r ≤ t ≤ r + tsep
do not have significantly enhanced errors due to contri-
butions from the nucleon sources at r + 21 + tsep and
r+ 42 + tsep, i.e., their contribution averages to zero and
there is no significant increase in the error estimates, we
simulated 100 configurations with the same parameters
and source/sink locations as Run 4 but without using the
coherent source trick. The data for the four charges, sum-
marized in Table III, show that (i) the difference in the
mean values for the 3-point function data, averaged over
these 100 configurations, is smaller than the statistical
errors in all cases and (ii) there is no significant differ-
ence in the error estimates with the coherent source trick.
Parenthetically, we remark that in the case of correlation
functions at large momenta (needed for the form factor
calculations), the differences in the means are as large
as 30%, however, the statistical errors in these data are
O(1). Note that any difference or any additional noise
in any of the correlation functions due to the coherent
source trick is even smaller in our final analysis with the
full set of 443 configurations.
Our overall conclusion is that with a judicious par-
titioning of the lattice with a large T extent, the co-
herent sequential source method does not give rise to
a detectable increase in the statistical errors for the
charges. The reduction in the computational cost is
significant: it reduces the number of inversions from
Nmeas + 2×Ntsep ×Nmeas to Nmeas + 2×Ntsep , which for
Nmeas = 3 and Ntsep = 5 is a reduction by a factor of 2.5.
F. The AMA Method for High Statistics
To increase the statistics, given a fixed number of con-
figurations, the calculation was carried out using the all-
mode-averaging (AMA) technique [10] with 96 low pre-
cision (LP) and 3 high precision (HP) measurements, re-
spectively. Also, the calculations used the coherent se-
quential source method discussed in Sec. II E to reduce
the computational cost. To implement these methods,
we carried out three measurements on a given configu-
ration at the same time. As discussed in Sec. II E, the
three starting source points were placed on three time
slices ti = r, r+ 21 and r+ 42 and offset by 9 time slices
between successive configurations to improve decorrela-
tions.
The locations of the 32 LP source points on each of
these three time slices ti were selected as follows to reduce
correlations: the first point was selected randomly and
the remaining 31 points were offset by multiples of Nx =
16, Ny = 8 and Nz = 8. The resulting 96 LP estimates
for 2- and 3-point functions from these sources are, a
priori, biased since the Dirac matrix is inverted with a
low precision stopping criterion. To remove this bias, we
place an additional high precision (HP) source on each
of the 3 time slices from which we calculate both LP and
HP correlation functions. Thus, in our implementation
of the AMA method, 93 + 3 LP and 3 HP measurements
were done on each configuration for runs R1, R3 and R4.
In R2, no HP measurements were made and the results
are averages over the 96 LP measurements.
Using HP and LP correlators on each configuration,
the bias corrected 2- and 3- point functions are given by
CAMA =
1
NLP
NLP∑
i=1
CLP(x
LP
i )
+
1
NHP
NHP∑
i=1
[
CHP(x
HP
i )− CLP(xHPi )
]
, (9)
where CLP and CHP are the correlation functions calcu-
lated in LP and HP, respectively, and xLPi and x
HP
i are
the two kinds of source positions. The bias in the LP
calculation (first term) is corrected by the second term
provided the correlation functions are translationally in-
variant, which the 2- and 3-point functions are. If the
algorithm used to invert the Dirac matrix handles all
modes well, i.e. the HP and LP calculations from the
same source point are correlated, then the error in the
AMA estimate is dominated by the LP measurement and
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FIG. 7. Illustration of the construction of the sequential
sources, ui, for each spin and color component of the u quark
in three well-separated regions of the lattice. The insertion of
the neutron at each of the three sink time slices tf is done us-
ing quark propagators Pi generated independently from three
initial time slices ti. The three sources, u
seq
i , are then added
to produce the coherent sequential source.
the bias correction term does not significantly increase
the error.
We used the multigrid algorithm for inverting the Dirac
matrix [21] and set the low-accuracy stopping criterion
rLP ≡ |residue|LP/|source| = 10−3 and the HP criterion
to rHP = 10
−10. To quantify the bias, we have com-
pared the AMA and LP estimates for both the 2- and 3-
point correlation functions themselves and for the seven
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FIG. 8. Illustration of the construction of the 3-point function
in the first of the three regions using the coherent sequential
source propagator, P seq. The original propagator, P , from the
source u at t1i is contracted with the quark bilinear operator
at an intermediate time τ marked with a cross and P seq from
the sequential source u at t1f . The contributions of the other
two sources to P seq are shown by the black dotted lines and
average to zero by gauge invariance because the 3 sources are
not connected by either gauge links or quark lines.
fit parameters M0, M1, A0, A1, 〈0|OΓ|0〉, 〈0|OΓ|1〉 and
〈1|OΓ1〉. In each case we find that the difference between
the two is a tiny fraction (few percent) of the statistical
error in either.
We illustrate the size and behavior of the bias correc-
tion term in the pion and nucleon 2-point correlators as
a ratio to the signal in Fig. 9. In the case of the nucleon
11
2-point function we find that the bias correction term is
<∼ 10−4 of the signal for all t. In the case of the pion 2-pt
function, which has the smallest errors and whose sig-
nal does not degrade with t, the correction term grows
with t but remains < 10−3 for t < 25. In Fig. 10, we
show the data for the four charges. In the cases of gA,
gT and gV , the effect is again O(10
−4). It is O(10−3) for
gS but in this case the statistical errors are also corre-
spondingly larger. In Table V, we show that the results
for the unrenormalized charges with and without the bias
correction term are essentially identical. Based on such
comparisons that have been carried out for all the cor-
relation functions, we conclude that any possible bias in
the LP calculations is negligible compared to our current
statistical errors.
In current lattice QCD simulations of nucleon charges
and form factors, the most computationally expensive
part is the generation of lattices. Thus one wants to ex-
tract the most precise results from a fixed number of
gauge configurations by having a large number of LP
measurements on each configuration. To consider the
cost effectiveness of the AMA method, we use the data
presented in this work to compare the decrease in errors
with 96 LP + 3 HP measurements versus 35 HP mea-
surements. These two calculations have the same com-
putational cost on these lattices because one HP mea-
surement takes the same time as three LP ones. As dis-
cussed above, since there is no detectable difference in
the values or errors between LP and HP measurements,
we, therefore, use the more extensive LP data to make
this comparison. In Fig. 11, we show the decrease in er-
rors with the number of LP measurements made on each
gauge configuration for both the 2-point nucleon corre-
lation function and the four charges. These errors were
calculated by first averaging over randomly selected 3, 6,
12, 24 or 48 of the 96 measurements on each configura-
tion and then performing a jackknife analysis over the
443 configurations. We find that the errors decrease by
≈ 1.4 between LP=35 and 96, i.e., a gain in statistics by
a factor of 2. The continued reduction in errors up to 96
LP measurements is what gives a factor of 2 saving with
the 96 LP + 3 HP over 35 HP measurements. This, post
facto, justifies using O(100) measurements on each con-
figuration. In a related study [22], we found that at the
physical pion mass, one HP measurement costs as much
as 17 LP ones with the multigrid inverter. Thus, the
cost effectiveness of the AMA method increases very sig-
nificantly as the light quark masses are lowered towards
their physical value.
Lastly, as discussed earlier, a second feature we incor-
porate in the AMA calculation to improve statistical pre-
cision by reducing correlations between measurements is
to choose the source points randomly within and between
configurations.
Our conclusion is that already on Mpi = 300 MeV lat-
tices, the AMA method is a cost effective way to increase
the statistics. Our results suggest a stronger statement
for the calculation of nucleon charges and form factors:
with an inverter such as multigrid that does not exhibit
critical slowing down and becomes more efficient as the
quark mass is reduced, using rLP = 10
−3 as the stopping
criteria does not give rise to any significant bias compared
to the statistical errors estimated from O(100, 000) mea-
surements. The LP measurement should, therefore, be
considered unbiased at this level of statistical precision
and performing O(100) measurements per configuration
is cost effective.
III. STATISTICAL ERRORS
In this section, we study the size of errors in 2- and 3-
point correlation functions as a function of the smearing
size σ and the source-sink separation tsep and compare
them to those in the variational estimates.
A. Statistical Errors in 2-point Functions
The nucleon 2-point correlation function was calcu-
lated 8 times over the course of the four runs. The result-
ing values of the two masses M0 and M1 and the ampli-
tudes A0 and A1 are given in Table IV along with the fit
range tmin−tmax. All the estimates for M0 are consistent
within errors. Note that the two sets of S5S5 and S7S7
measurements from runs R2 and R3 are different because
different LP source positions were used, i.e., the average
over gauge field fluctuations is different. In both cases we
find that the difference in the estimates is smaller than
the quoted statistical errors in either measurement.
In Fig. 4, we compare the estimates for the effective
mass, MN,eff (t+0.5) = ln(C
2pt(t)/C2pt(t+1)), obtained
from runs with different smearing parameters and with
the variational estimates. Together with the results given
in Table IV, we note that
• the excited-state contamination decreases with σ
over the range studied and the plateau sets in at
earlier time slices, however, the errors in the data
increase with σ.
• The V357 estimate of MN,eff lies below S7S7 data
and the V579 values overlap with the S9S9 data.
The errors in the V357 variational data shown in
Fig. 4 are larger than in S7S7 but the results of
the fits shown in Table IV have smaller errors. The
same is true for V579 versus the S9S9 data. This
is because, to get the final estimates, the V357 and
V579 data are fit with a smaller tmin as shown in
Table IV.
• Estimates of M0, using the 2-state fit and the vari-
ational analysis, agree within errors in all cases as
shown in Table IV.
• Estimates of M1 from the individual 2-state fits
agree, however, the variational ansatz gives a sig-
nificantly larger value. This feature is found to be
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FIG. 9. The ratio of the bias correction term defined in Eq. (9) to the AMA correlator as a function of Euclidean time t for
(left) the pion and (right) nucleon 2-point functions. The data are from runs R1 and R4 with S5S5 and S9S9, respectively.
Type Fit Range aM0 aM1 A20 A21 A21/A20 χ2/d.o.f.
S5S5 4–15 0.4717(38) 0.850(40) 2.85(13)e-08 3.45(19)e-08 1.212(59) 0.86
S3S3 6–20 0.4720(50) 0.844(41) 6.01(41)e-07 1.54(17)e-06 2.57(19) 0.79
S5S5 4–15 0.4717(38) 0.850(40) 2.85(13)e-08 3.45(19)e-08 1.211(59) 0.86
S7S7 4–15 0.4696(44) 0.855(83) 5.50(30)e-12 4.14(53)e-10 0.752(78) 0.60
V357 2–14 0.4736(25) 1.194(47) 6.43(14)e-11 9.82(61)e-11 1.526(81) 0.59
S5S5 4–15 0.4709(40) 0.849(40) 2.80(14)e-08 3.41(18)e-08 1.219(60) 0.99
S7S7 4–15 0.4683(46) 0.854(83) 5.38(31)e-12 4.14(52)e-10 0.769(77) 0.67
S9S9 3–15 0.4700(32) 1.031(84) 4.70(15)e-12 4.48(66)e-12 0.95(12) 0.60
V579 2–14 0.4710(27) 1.148(55) 1.316(32)e-12 1.73(13)e-12 1.316(83) 0.60
S9S9 4–15 0.4652(52) 0.87(12) 4.42(29)e-12 3.25(73)e-12 0.74(13) 0.81
S9S9 3–15 0.4682(35) 0.986(83) 4.59(17)e-12 4.27(57)e-12 0.93(10) 0.84
S9S9 2–15 0.4701(27) 1.061(48) 4.70(12)e-12 4.93(27)e-12 1.05(5) 0.88
TABLE IV. Estimates of the masses M0 and M1 and the amplitudes A0 and A1 extracted from the fits to the 2-point correlation
functions using the 2-state ansatz given in (7) and using the variational method. The data are organized by the four separate
runs described in the text and Table II. The notation S3S3 labels a nucleon correlation function with source and sink constructed
using smearing parameter σ = 3. V357 stands for a 3 × 3 variational analysis with smearings σ = 3, 5, 7. We also give the
χ2/d.o.f. for these fits obtained using the full covariance matrix. For S9S9 from R4, we give results with three different fit
ranges to show sensitivity to tmin.
independent of our choice of t and ∆t in the con-
struction of the variational ansa¨tze. This is because
the estimates are being extracted with a smaller
tmin, so the contributions of the higher states are
larger. One can see a similar behavior in the S9S9
estimates shown for three different fit ranges in Ta-
ble IV. Also note that the errors in estimates from
fits with a smaller tmin are smaller.
• The ratio A21/A20, reducing which reduces the
excited-state contamination, is found to decrease
on increasing the smearing size from σ = 3 to
σ = 7. Our estimate for S9S9 with our best fit-
range 3—15 is larger than that for S7S7, but on
using a common fit range, 4 − 15, one finds a lev-
eling off for σ>∼ 7. This stabilization leads us to
conclude that σ ≈ 7, or σ ≈ 0.57 fm in physical
units, is the best compromise choice between re-
ducing the ratio A1/A0 and keeping the statistical
errors small.
• Two-state fits to the variational correlation func-
tions are done with an earlier starting time slice,
as they have little sensitivity to the excited-states
beyond t = 6 and become unstable for tmin>∼ 4.
Comparing the two variational runs, we note that
the ratio A21/A20 for V579 is smaller than for V357,
similar to the trend seen in the 2-state fit.
• The data in Table IV show that A21/A20 increases
as tmin is decreased. While, this pattern is clear
for each method, it is not obvious how to compare
the values between methods. Even for the same
fit range, the value from the variational method is
significantly larger than that from the single smear-
ing 2-state fit even though the data suggest that the
overall excited state contamination in M0 and the
charges is smaller. The most likely explanation is
that the contributions of higher states is larger at
small t but these die off faster due to their larger
masses.
The bottom line is that the errors in M0, M1, A0 and
A1 shown in Table IV are sensitive to the fit range, which
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FIG. 10. The ratio of the bias correction term defined in
Eq. (9) to the AMA correlator as a function of operator in-
sertion time τ for the four charges. We show data from both
runs R1 and R4.
in turn depends on σ. As the excited-state contamination
is reduced, fits can be made with an earlier starting time
tmin and the errors in M0 and M1 become smaller. How-
ever, with a smaller tmin, the estimated M1 and the ratio
of amplitudes A21/A20 is larger, most likely due to the
larger contribution of the higher excited states at short
Euclidean times. To get estimates for M1 and A1 that
are insensitive to the fit range will require much more
precise data to which a 3-state fit can be made.
B. Statistical Errors in the 3-point Functions
The errors in the charges are a combination of the sta-
tistical errors in the data for the correlation functions and
the uncertainty in the fits used (n−state, fit-range, · · · )
to extract the matrix elements. This is true in both meth-
ods: the 2-state fit and the variational analysis. To ex-
hibit the behavior of the charges as a function of tsep and
τ , we show in Fig. 12, and in all similar figures henceforth,
the data for the 3-point function divided by the result
of the 2-point fit, A20 exp (−M0 tsep) +A21 exp (−M1 tsep).
This construction of the “ratio” plot is a variant of the
standard method in which the data for the 2-point func-
tion at appropriate tsep, and not the result of the fit, are
used for the normalization.
In Fig. 12, we compare the tsep = 10, 12, 14 data for
the isovector charges between R1 (σ = 5) and R4 (σ =
9) runs. We find that the excited-state contamination
in gA and gS is significantly reduced in the data with
σ = 9, however, the errors are about 50% larger on each
tsep when compared to the σ = 5 data. In the case of
gT , the excited-state contamination at central values of
τ is smaller than 5% in both cases with the σ = 5 data
showing a slightly smaller effect and smaller statistical
errors. The data also show that the statistical errors
increase by about 80% for every two units of tsep. To
first approximation, this holds for all four charges and
for both smearing sizes. Thus, to reduce computational
cost, the goal is to tune methods to get the tsep → ∞
estimate from simulations with the smallest tsep.
In Fig. 13, we extend this comparison to include the
results of the 2-state fit. We find that the two tsep →∞
estimates, S5S5 and S9S9, overlap for all four charges,
and the final error estimates are comparable even though
the errors in the 3-point data C3pt(τ, tsep) for S9S9 are
larger. Based on the observation that the 2-state fit
to the S5S5 data gives a reliable tsep → ∞ estimate
even though the excited-state contamination is signifi-
cant whereas the S9S9 data show much smaller excited-
state contamination but the fit is less reliable as the data
overlap and have larger errors, we again conclude that
σ ≈ 7 is the best compromise choice for reducing the
excited-state contamination in these charges and having
small enough errors in the data at different tsep to give
confidence in a 2-state fit. To improve the estimates from
such 2-state fits, the statistical errors in the larger tsep
data need to be reduced.
IV. EXCITED-STATE CONTAMINATION
The overall goal is to get the best tsep → ∞ esti-
mates on each ensemble for a given computational cost.
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FIG. 11. (Left) The reduction in errors in the nucleon 2-point correlator as a function of the number of LP sources averaged
per configuration. The data are shown for three different source-sink separations t = 6, 10, 14. (Right) The ratio of errors in the
four unrenormalized charges as a function on the number of LP sources analyzed. The data are from run R4 with S9S9. The
data shown are at the midpoint τ = 5 of the tsep = 10 calculation. In both figures, the error estimates from N LP measurements
are normalized by those from 96 LP measurements.
Analysis gA gS gT gV
S5S5 1.395(29) 1.15(15) 1.106(26) 1.194(19)
S5S5* 1.395(29) 1.15(15) 1.106(26) 1.194(19)
S9S9 1.368(24) 1.25(13) 1.116(20) 1.216(14)
S9S9* 1.369(24) 1.25(13) 1.116(20) 1.216(14)
V35 1.365(13) 1.173(60) 1.123(10) 1.213(8)
V37 1.375(15) 1.183(66) 1.114(11) 1.206(8)
V57 1.381(16) 1.189(70) 1.112(12) 1.204(9)
V357 1.386(16) 1.185(75) 1.116(13) 1.205(10)
V57 1.373(16) 1.166(78) 1.108(13) 1.207(10)
V59 1.382(17) 1.202(84) 1.113(14) 1.209(10)
V79 1.385(18) 1.214(86) 1.115(15) 1.210(11)
V579 1.386(18) 1.220(87) 1.116(15) 1.210(11)
V579* 1.386(18) 1.220(87) 1.116(15) 1.210(11)
TABLE V. Estimates of the unrenormalized charges from
the four analyses. The S5S5 data are with fits to tsep =
12, 14, 16, 18 and the S9S9 data are with fits to tsep =
10, 12, 14, 16. The variational results are from the analyses
of the 3 × 3 V357 and V579 and their 2 × 2 subsets. The
results marked with an asterisk are obtained from just the
LP data and given here to show that the bias correction term
in the 2- and 3-point functions has negligible impact on final
estimates of the charges.
In this Section, we investigate the efficacy of using dif-
ferent smearing parameters, the 2-state fit with data at
multiple tsep and a variational analysis towards this goal.
The final results for the charges are given in Table V. The
overall observation is that for each of the four charges, all
four estimates agree within 1σ, however, the errors in the
estimates from the variational analysis V357 (V579) are
about 60% (35%) smaller than those from S5S5 (S9S9),
respectively.
In Fig. 14, we compare the variational estimates for
the unrenormalized charges from runs R2 (left) and R3
(right). We also show the R1 σ = 5 data with tsep =
12, 14, 16 (left) and R4 σ = 9 data with tsep = 10, 12, 14
(right). We observe the following features in the varia-
tional estimates:
• The V357 and V579 estimates overlap for all the
charges. The errors in the V579 estimates are
marginally larger than those in V357.
• The size of the errors in the V357 and V579 data
for all four charges agree with those from S5S5 with
tsep = 12 and lie in between those in the S9S9 data
with tsep = 12 and 14.
• gA: The data converge from below and the vari-
ational data also show a small increase between
V 35 → V 37 → V 57 → V 357 with the V35 esti-
mates being about 1σ below V357. Thus, to get
estimates to within 1% accuracy, we estimate that
a three smearing variational analysis is needed.
• gS : All the variational estimates overlap while the
single smearing data converge from below. The sig-
nificant curvature in the data from both methods
suggests that the 〈1|OS |0〉 matrix element domi-
nates the excited-state contamination. The errors
in all the data and estimates for gS are about a
factor of 5 larger than those in gA or in gT .
• gT : The data for the four combinations, V35, V37,
V57 and V357 (or V59, V59, V79 and V579) over-
lap but the curvature in the data again points to
a significant contribution from 〈1|OT |0〉. The data
for gT converge from above. The small downward
trend in S9S9 data with increasing tsep leads to a
tsep →∞ value that is about 0.5σ smaller than the
variational estimates.
• gV : No significant trends indicating excited-state
contamination are observed. Statistical fluctua-
tions dominate the error. All the estimates are
consistent within errors that are ≈ 1%.
Our conclusion on the variational method, looking es-
pecially at the data for gA, is that one needs the full 3×3
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FIG. 12. Ratio plot comparing the statistical errors and excited-state contamination in the three unrenormalized isovector
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FIG. 14. Comparison of the variational estimates for the unrenormalized isovector charges gA, gS , gT and gV using data from
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variational ansatz V357 if the smearing size is restricted
to σ ≤ 7. In the case of V579, one finds that V79 and
V579 give consistent estimates, so a 2×2 analysis may be
sufficient. The conservative approach, in the absence of
detailed information on the smearing sizes to use, would
be to use a 3× 3 variational ansatz if results with < 2%
total uncertainty are desired.
In Fig. 15, we compare the estimates for the un-
renormalized isovector charges gA, gS , gT and gV ob-
tained from the 2-state fit to R1 data with σ = 5 and
tsep = [12, 14, 16, 18] with the R4 data with σ = 9 and
tsep = [10, 12, 14, 16]. We also show the 3 × 3 varia-
tional estimates V357 (R2) and V579 (R3) obtained using
tsep = 12. Comparing the two methods we find:
• The excited-state effect in gA in the S5S5 data is
large but the 2-state ansatz fits the data and gives
a tsep →∞ estimate that agrees with the V357 and
V579 values.
• The excited-state contamination in gA is much
smaller in the S9S9 data. However, since the
data with tsep = 10, 12, 14 overlap, the fit gives
a tsep → ∞ estimate that is about 1σ below the
V357 and V579 estimates. (It is also about 1σ be-
low the estimate from the fit to S5S5 data as shown
in Fig. 13.) The combined one sigma difference be-
tween the overlapping tsep = 10, 12, 14 data and the
tsep = 16 data reduces the confidence in the 2-state
fit. This case highlights a generic problem: for the
2-state fit to give the tsep →∞ estimate with < 1%
error, the statistics have to be large enough that the
trend in the data is resolved at at least three values
of tsep .
• In lattice calculations with dynamical fermions, the
factor limiting the statistics is the number of inde-
pendent gauge configurations available. For a fixed
statistical sample, the errors in our data increase by
≈ 80% with each two units of tsep as discussed pre-
viously. Consequently, the error in the 2-state fit
estimate increases as data at larger tsep are included
in the multiple tsep analysis to get the tsep → ∞
value. For example, the estimates for gA, using
R1 with S5S5, are 1.353(18), 1.366(20), 1.378(22),
1.382(25), 1.395(29), and 1.424(44) with fits to
tsep = [10, 12, 14], [10, 12, 14, 16], [10, 12, 14, 16, 18],
[12, 14, 16], [12, 14, 16, 18] and [14, 16, 18] data, re-
spectively. Our best estimate, 1.395(29), is ob-
tained by neglecting the data at tsep = 10, which
have the largest excited state contamination. In
comparison, the V357 variational result with tsep =
12 is 1.386(16). We anticipate that the error in the
variational method would also increase with tsep.
• For gS , the overall trend in the S5S5 data with
tsep = 10, 12, 14, 16 is it converges from below and
show significant excited-state contamination. The
S9S9 data at each tsep = 10, 12, 14, 16 agree with
V357 and V579 data. The excited-state contami-
nation is manifest in all the data as the curvature
with τ . The 2-state fit to S5S5 and S9S9 gives an
estimate consistent with V357 and V579.
• For gT , the 2-state fits to S5S5 and S9S9 data with
tsep = [12, 14, 16, 18] and tsep = [10, 12, 14, 16], re-
spectively, give consistent results and are about 1σ
below V357 and V579. Surprisingly, the S5S5 data
show smaller curvature than S9S9 data. Overall,
excited-state contamination is smaller than in gA
and gS with the total variation with tsep at the
central value of τ being <∼ 5%.
• All estimates for gV are consistent within 1% uncer-
tainty. The largest difference is between the S5S5
and S9S9 estimates, which is about 1σ.
To summarize, our comparison shows that once good
choices of the smearing sizes and tsep are known, the
two methods give reliable and consistent results but the
variational estimates have smaller errors with the same
statistics because they were obtained from a smaller value
of tsep.
The important question is the following: does the con-
sistency of the four analyses confirm that the tsep → ∞
value has been obtained? In Fig. 16, we compare the
trends in the estimates of gA and their errors by making
independent 2-state fits with 〈1|OΓ|1〉 = 0 to data at a
fixed value of tsep. We find that the estimates from the
S5S5 data increase with tsep. This behavior is consistent
with the general trend observed in all the data—the esti-
mate of gA converge from below. Even though the total
variation between tsep = 10 and 18 estimates is less than
3σ, taken at face value, this trend would indicate that
the V357 and V579 results are underestimates. On the
other hand, the incremental increase with tsep has to go
to zero at sufficiently large tsep. Unfortunately, the er-
rors in the tsep ≥ 16 estimates, crucial to determining the
value of tsep by which the asymptotic value is reached,
are too large.
The situation is not resolved by the S9S9 data as they
do not show a uniform trend—the data with tsep = 10, 12
and 14 are flat and below V357 and V579, whereas the
tsep = 16 and 18 data are above but their significance is
less as they have large errors. Since the differences are
about one combined sigma, it is hard to quantify trends
with current statistics. For example, as shown in the
top right panel of Fig. 16, the two S9S9(12) data points
from R3 and R4 (see Fig. 2 for the data versus τ) differ
by 1σ. If we use the S9S9(12) point from R3 (shown
with the dotted error bar) to determine the trend, we
would conclude that the S9S9 data also show a rising
trend and the observed consistency of tsep = 10, 12 and
14 estimates from R4 is a statistical fluctuation. No such
fluctuation is seen in the two S5S5(12) data points from
R1 and R3 plotted in the top left panel of Fig. 16.
A comparison of the estimates in Fig. 17, where we plot
all the results obtained from data with tsep = 12, shows
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FIG. 15. Comparison of estimates for the unrenormalized isovector charges gA, gS , gT and gV from the variational analysis
V357 (R2) and V579 (R3) with (left) R1 data with σ = 5 and (right) R4 data with σ = 9. The gray error band and the solid
line within it is the tsep → ∞ estimate from the 2-state fit using (left) S5S5 data with tsep = [12, 14, 16, 18] and (right) S9S9
using data with tsep = [10, 12, 14, 16].
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that the errors in the V357 (V579) result are comparable
to those in S5S5(12) (S9S9(12)) with the same statistics
but with less excited-state contamination. Equally im-
portant, the trends in the data in Figs. 16 and 17 show
that the error estimates in the tsep →∞ values for S5S5
and S9S9, given in Table V, are reasonable and cover the
uncertainties discussed here.
We compare the behavior of gT in Figs. 17 and 18. The
overall trend, that gT converges from above, would imply
that the tsep = 10, 12 and 14 estimates from both the
S5S5 and S9S9 data are better estimates of the tsep →∞
value and lie about 1σ below V357 and V579 results. On
the other hand, with current statistics, all the estimates
are consistent within one combined σ. Note that, unlike
gA, the two sets of results for S9S9(12) and also those for
S5S5(12) and S7S7(12), obtained using different source
positions, are in very good agreement.
The comparison of the scalar charge gS is shown in
Figs. 17 and 19. The data are consistent within their
much larger error estimates and no trend with tsep is
apparent. Also, similar to the case of gT , the two in-
dependent estimates of gS from S5S5(12), S7S7(12) and
S9S9(12) are in very good agreement.
Our overall conclusion, based on the data shown in
Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19 that compare results from fixed
tsep analyses, is that the errors in the V357 (V579) esti-
mates are similar to those in the S5S5 (S9S9) values with
the same tsep = 12, but the excited-state contamination
in gA is smaller. In the case of gS , the errors are large
and all the estimates are consistent. There is a small but
consistent trend indicating an increase in the estimates
of gA and gS towards the tsep →∞ value with tsep. The
situation with gT is less clear. Considering the results for
all the three charges, we again conclude that a smearing
size σ ≈ 7 is optimal for a 2-state fit analysis with multi-
ple tsep. In the variational analysis, there is no significant
difference between V357 and V579.
Lastly, we briefly comment on the similar behavior of
excited-state contamination observed in the calculation
of nucleon matrix elements and its dependence on smear-
ing parameters and tsep by other lattice QCD collabora-
tions [23–26]. These three collaborations first use differ-
ent amounts of APE smearing to smooth the links and
then construct smeared sources using Wuppertal (Gaus-
sian) smearing. A detailed comparison of their results
with our analysis is not straightforward because each col-
laboration has used different smearing methods, smear-
ing sizes and values of tsep on different ensembles. For
example, translating RQCD collaboration’s [23] param-
eters would give smearing sizes between 0.7–0.9 fm on
their various ensembles. The smearing size used by the
ETMC collaboration is ≈ 0.5 fm and they report similar
excited-state contamination in the extraction of all the
charges [24]. The Mainz group [25, 26] also tunes the
smearing size to ≈ 0.5 fm in their study of electric and
magnetic form factors. Our work shows that the size of
the excited-state contamination in the extraction of vari-
ous charges and form factors is sensitive to the smearing
parameters and values of tsep simulated. It is, therefore,
important to demonstrate that the tsep → ∞ value has
been obtained and compare errors in this limit.
V. WHICH METHOD IS MORE COST
EFFECTIVE?
In the previous Sec. IV, we showed that both the 2-
state fit with data at multiple tsep and the variational
analysis with multiple smearings can be made essentially
equally effective in reducing excited-state contamination
and give overlapping estimates. The errors in the vari-
ational analysis are, however, 35–60% smaller compared
to the estimates from the S9S9 2-state analysis with mul-
tiple tsep as shown in Table V. Comparing data at fixed
tsep = 12 shows that the variational method yields esti-
mates closer to the asymptotic value for gA, while for gS
the two estimates S7S7(12) and S9S9(12) are as good.
The trend in gT is not clear, but if the convergence
from above is validated by higher precision data, then
S7S7(12) would be the preferred estimate. Being able to
obtain the tsep →∞ estimate from the smallest value of
tsep is important because the errors grow by ≈ 80% for
every two units of tsep.
To decide between the two methods—variational ver-
sus the 2-state fit to data at multiple tsep, we present a
cost-benefit analysis assuming that the best value of the
smearing parameter σ (for example, σ = 7 in this work)
has already been determined using trial runs. Also, based
on the discussion in Sec. IV, we will mostly use gA, and
its extrapolation to tsep →∞, to compare the two meth-
ods as it shows large excited-state contamination. Next,
based on the S5S5 and S9S9 data, we assume that the
errors in a 2-state fit to S7S7 data with tsep = 10, 12, 14
and 16 will be about 50% larger than those from V579.
Lastly, we assume that the sequential u and d propaga-
tors are calculated using the coherent sequential source
trick with Nmeas source locations being processed simul-
taneously on each configuration. Keeping in mind that
the goal is to get the best estimate for the tsep →∞ value
with a fixed computational cost, we count the number of
inversions of the Dirac matrix required for the minimum
computation in each case as follows.
• A 2-state fit with Ntsep values of tsep requires
Nmeas + 2×Ntsep inversions: Our analyses indicate
that Ntsep = 3 is sufficient and Ntsep = 4 allows
for validation. Typical values of Nmeas on lattice
sizes currently being used are either 3 or 4. For
Nmeas = 3, one needs 9 inversions for Ntsep = 3 and
11 for Ntsep = 4. Doubling the statistics to improve
the fit would increase the cost to 22 inversions for
Ntsep = 4. However, recognizing that the reduction
in errors is required mainly in our tsep = 16 data,
doubling its statistics would increase the cost to 16
inversions.
• A variational analysis with Nsmear smearings re-
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FIG. 17. Comparison of the estimates of the unrenormalized charges obtained using a 2-state fit with 〈1|OΓ|1〉 = 0 to all the
tsep = 12 data. The data point with solid error bars are from R2, dotted from R3 and dashed from R4.
quires Nsmear×Nmeas+(2×Nsmear×Nsmear)×Ntsep
inversions if all combinations of the source and sink
3-point functions are calculated. Our analysis sug-
gests that Nsmear = 3 is needed for high precision.
In that case, for Nmeas = 3 and Ntsep = 1 one needs
27 inversions.
This cost can be reduced significantly if a good
estimate of the eigenvector u0 used for construct-
ing the projected variational correlation function
is known before starting the calculation of the 3-
point functions. In that case the dot product of
the Nsmear ×Nsmear matrix of zero-momentum nu-
cleon sources at the sink with u0 can be taken be-
fore the final inversion to construct the sequential
propagators. This trick would reduce the num-
ber of sequential propagators to calculate from
2 × Nsmear × Nsmear to 2 × Nsmear. For each of
the Nsmear projected sources, the coherent source
can be constructed in the same way as before, i.e.,
by repeating the operation on the Nmeas time slices
and adding the sources after projection using u0.
With this simplification, the cost is reduced to
Nsmear × Nmeas + (2 × Nsmear × Ntsep) inversions,
which for Nmeas = Nsmear = 3 and Ntsep = 1 is 15
inversions and increases to 21 for Ntsep = 2. Lastly,
we anticipate, based on the S5S5 and S9S9 analyses
showing that the errors increase by a factor of ≈ 0.8
for increase in tsep by two units, that a similar in-
crease would be present in the variational analysis,
i.e., errors in a tsep = 14 variational calculation,
done to confirm that the tsep → ∞ value has been
obtained, would be larger by a factor of ≈ 1.8.
In Sec. IV, we found that estimates of gS , gT , and
gV from a 2-state fit to just the tsep = 16 data are also
compatible with those from the variational analysis but
the errors are larger by a factor of about two. To raise
the precision of the 2-state fit with Ntsep = 4 to the level
of the variational result, i.e., achieve comparable errors,
we would need to roughly double the statistics. In this
scenario, the computational cost of a 3 × 3 variational
analysis with a good estimate of u0 would be more cost
effective (15 versus 2 × 11 = 22 inversions). However,
if the statistics for only the tsep = 16 data is doubled,
then the 2-state fit is equally cost effective (15 versus 16
inversions).
In the most conservative approach, assuming two val-
ues of tsep need to be simulated in the variational ap-
proach to demonstrate convergence to the tsep → ∞ es-
timate, as indicated by the discussion in Sec. IV, or one
needs double the statistics in the 2-state state fit with
Ntsep = 4, the two methods are again equally cost effec-
tive (21 versus 22 inversions).
The cost effectiveness of the 2-state fit method in-
creases as the quark mass is reduced and the lattice size T
is increased. On our 643×128 lattices at Mpi ≈ 200 MeV
we can use Nmeas = 5 or even 6 since the signal in the nu-
cleon 2-point correlation function dies out by t ≈ 20. For
Nmeas = 5, the 2-state fit with Ntsep = 4 would cost 13
inversions, while a Nsmear = 3 variational analysis with
tsep = 1 and known u0 would cost 21 inversions.
A somewhat different conclusion is reached in Ref. [11],
in which the authors claim that the variational method
offers a more efficient and robust method for the deter-
mination of the nucleon matrix elements. Some of the
reasons for their conclusion that the variational method
is decidedly better are:
• Their calculation was done on a finer lattice with
a = 0.074 fm. Thus, to first approximation, all
our length scales should be multiplied by 1.1 when
comparing with their analysis.
• The much higher statistical precision of our calcu-
lation (42,528 versus 1050 measurements) allows us
to better resolve the trends in both methods.
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values of tsep with V357 and V579. The rest is the same as in Fig. 16.
• Their variational analysis was done with three
smearing sizes, σ ≈ 4.1, 5.8 and 8.3. These three
sizes cover the value σ = 7.7 corresponding to
σ ≈ 0.57 fm we consider optimal. Thus, we ex-
pect their analysis to give a good estimate with
tsep = 13, which, in physical units, is equivalent to
the tsep = 12 used in our variational analysis.
• Their 2-state fits were based on data with σ ≈ 4.1
(NGS = 32), for which the excited-state contamina-
tion is very large as shown in this work. With such
an unoptimized value of σ and given that their data
for gA with tsep = 16, 19 and 22 has large errors,
it is not surprising that their tsep → ∞ estimate
from a 2-state fit has much larger errors compared
to their variational estimate. For the same reasons,
we suspect that their 2-state fit slightly underesti-
mates the tsep →∞ value.
• They do not provide a cost estimate for the two
analyses. Assuming that they constructed the full
3×3 matrix of 3-point correlation functions in their
variational analysis, it is 13 versus 27 inversions for
the 2-state versus the variational approach.
• They did not evaluate the change in the cost effec-
tiveness of the two methods as the quark mass is
decreased and the lattice size T is increased cor-
respondingly. With larger Nmeas, the relative cost
effectiveness of the 2-state fit method increases.
To summarize, we have compared the two methods us-
ing the optimal smearing sizes. Our conclusion on cost
effectiveness is based on the best case scenario of a tuned
value of σ for both methods and using three smearing
sizes with a known result for u0 in the variational anal-
ysis. We have also assumed that the same choice of the
smearing parameters and tsep are equally effective for all
matrix elements. We find that both methods give results
that are consistent within errors. The variational method
is more cost effective if results at a single value of tsep are
sufficient to obtain the tsep → ∞ value and a good esti-
mate of u0 is known beforehand. The 2-state fit with four
values of tsep and double the statistics at the larger tsep
values has the advantage of the built in check of the con-
vergence to the tsep →∞ estimate that can be made sep-
arately for each observable. Lastly, the cost effectiveness
of the 2-state fit method increases as the lattice size T is
increased and the quark mass is lowered to its physical
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FIG. 19. Comparison of estimates of the unrenormalized gS from the S5S5 data (left) and the S9S9 data (right) for different
values of tsep with V357 and V579. The rest is the same as in Fig. 16.
value because a larger number of measurements, Nmeas,
can be made simultaneously on each configuration and
Nmeas sources at the sink timeslice added in the coherent
source method to produce the sequential propagator.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a high statistics study of isovector
charges of the nucleon using (2+1)-flavor clover lattices
generated using the RHMC algorithm. The focus of this
work is to investigate methods to improve the statistical
precision of the data and reduce the excited-state con-
tamination in matrix elements of quark bilinear operators
within nucleon states. We show that both the variational
method and the 2-state fit with data at multiple tsep are
equally effective at reducing excited-state contamination
once the smearing parameters and the values of tsep have
been tuned.
With the current lattice parameters, our ability to
conclude which method gives a more reliable estimate of
the tsep → ∞ value and is more cost effective is limited
by statistics since all the estimates are consistent within
1σ error estimates. To demonstrate that the tsep → ∞
estimate has been obtained requires doing the variational
calculation at two values of tsep and in the 2-state fit us-
ing at least 3 values of tsep with tsep ≥ 1 fm in both cases.
The advantage of simulating multiple values of tsep in
either method is to be able to evaluate the convergence
to the tsep → ∞ limit as a function of tsep. The cost of
adding additional values of tsep is much less in the 2-state
fit method compared to a 3× 3 variational analysis.
For a fixed number of gauge configurations available
and measurements made, the errors in the variational
method with a fixed tsep(≈ 1 fm in our study) are consis-
tent with those from the 2-state fit to data with the same
tsep but the excited-state contamination is smaller, so it
gives a better estimate of the tsep → ∞ limit. The er-
ror in the 2-state fit with multiple tsep method are larger
because data with/at larger tsep are needed to reduce
excited-state contamination and errors in the data for
the 3-point functions grow rapidly with tsep.
Assuming that the tsep → ∞ estimate has been ob-
tained in all four runs R1–R4 analyzed in this study with
a = 0.081 fm, Mpi = 312 MeV lattices of size T = 64 and
Nmeas = 3, the 3× 3 variational method is computation-
ally more cost effective than the 2-state fit to data at four
values of tsep because the errors are about 50% smaller.
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The cost becomes the same if one doubles the statistics
in the 2-state method to make the errors roughly equal
and simulates a second tsep in the variational calculation
to confirm the convergence to the tsep →∞ limit.
The cost effectiveness of the 2-state method increases
rapidly as the light quark mass is reduced towards its
physical value and the lattice size T is increased corre-
spondingly because the number of simultaneous measure-
ments, Nmeas, that can be made on each configuration
and benefit from the coherent sequential source method
increases with T . Since the cost of the lattice calculations
at a fixed value of the lattice spacing is dominated by the
analysis of ensembles close to the physical values of the
quark mass, one should carefully choose the method that
is more cost effective in that limit.
Our overall conclusion is that both methods are ef-
fective in reducing the excited-state contamination and
have their relative strengths. The choice depends on the
number of gauge configurations available, the value of the
light quark mass, the lattice size, and the effort needed
to tune the smearing parameters, the eigenvector u0 and
the values of tsep adequately prior to the calculation of
the 3-point functions.
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